
1,680,000 € M8009F  3 Bedrooms Villa In Javea

This luxury and exclusive project is in the sought after area of Monte Putxol,

close to Javea Port with sea views to Javea Bay. Distributed on 2 floors with a

spacious build area and large terrace surrounded a large swimming pool, with

spectacular sea views. The Villa has 3 bedrooms, 3 en-suite bathrooms and a

WC. It is built with high quality materials that include central heating, air

conditioning, PCV carpentry with mosquito nets and electric blind, secure

double glazed windows, BBQ, wooden pergola. Client can choose kitchen

materials, tiles, interior-exterior colours, etc. This spectacular property has an

excellent situation, is very close to Javea centre and offer all necessary for a

luxury style life.
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465m² Build Size

872m² Plot Size
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